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The Master of Death as the All–Man: Projections of elite philosophical trends in Serbian comics and popular culture in the 1930s

Abstract

Among many philosophically and artistically challenging themes of comics in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia in the late 1930s — popular entertainment exported from Belgrade into a dozen of European countries — one of the dominating was the new world war. It spontaneously took on various forms, from documentary and pseudorealistic, through technologically sophisticated and futurofantastic, to metaphysical and transcendental. A special place in the microgenre occupies the Belgrade superhero series „The Master of Death” (Gospodar smrti, November 1939 — May 1940), whose author was the then young comic artist George/Yuri Lobachev (Đorđe Lobačev), a Russian born and raised in Serbian culture, founder of some comic strip genres. Unlike openly militaristic spirit reflected in the contemporary popular culture of Europe and the United States, the images of the world conflict in the comics of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, a country not yet recovered from The Great War, were most often oriented towards the world peace and universal values. This attitude in the Serbian entertainment industry was a direct intellectual reflection of the fusion of the philosophy of life of Henri Bergson and other European thinkers with the ideas of the classical Serbian tradition and theology, which led to a new philosophical direction in the 1920s and 1930s —
Svetosavlje („Saint Sava’s Way”) embodied in the works of Justin Popović, Nikolaj Velimirović, Miloš N. Đurić, and others, whose ambition was to achieve cosmopolitan values through autochthonous national forms. Belgrade comic book superheroes and antiheroes — so different from contemporary American models — through peacemaking attitude, science fiction, and mystic ethical fantasy were bringing a unique concept, in which Dostoyevsky’s All–Man (Serbian: Svečovek, Russian: Vsechelovek) shows himself as not so far away of Tesla’s Man — the Automaton of the Universe.
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„Death has spread its wings over Europe. War broke out and obscure clouds full of death and horror began to haunt Europe. Innocent residents left their homes and families to become food to cannon and rifle barrels. Mr. Horror reigned over the fertile fields and eternally smoky factory chimneys.

Armored fortresses with the deadliest weapons of the twentieth century began to sail the seas… Human freedom was restricted, and trade followed the path of extinction.

Armored bombers started to dominate the free European sky.

Meanwhile, on fronts, not caring for the gunfire that was sowing death …a strange personality was walking… The wounded, who fell in the skirmish, were bandaged by eerie hands …” — „The Master of Death”, comic strip series, beginning, 1939.

The slender man with fluttering cape, broad–brimmed hat, with holes for eyes and skull instead face, walked the European battlefields seeking unfortunate, wounded soldiers, surrounded by ground and air orgies of state–of–art artillery guns and military aircrafts.

These were some of the most spectacular pages of the world comics through which, in November 1939, readers of the comic strip magazine *Mikijevo carstvo* (*Mickey’s empire*) in Belgrade — the residents of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, country with only two more years of future — faced a distinctive kind of war comics and fantasy. The story of „The Master of Death”
was different from the imported works of the same genre to which they have been accustomed for half a decade. It corresponded with the daily reality of the planet in November 1939, when another Great War entered the third month, gaining new forms: from the submarine warfare in the Atlantic, through the imposing of the Star of David on the sleeves of Jews, to Poland’s withdrawal into underground statehood through the formation of the Union of Armed Struggle (later known as Home Army).

The creator was the then young Serbian Russian Yuri Lobachev (1909–2002), in historical perspective now considered the most influential Eastern European comics author.

„The Master of Death” as part of popular science fiction

Lobachev made the science fiction comic series about an unusual superhero, one of the most famous in Yugoslav comics, on a soil that had an understanding for the otherworldly. Serbia within a later united Yugoslavia, due to previous colonial subjugation, was a space of long–delayed modernization, but when it started it was intense, thanks to the new freedom, the introduction of the latest technologies as well as because of students sent from Belgrade to the best European and international schools.

At the end of the 19th century, science fiction in Serbia became as natural as internationally important Serbian epic poems or fairy tales, drawing strength from its own soil, from the European West and East, the new power of United States of America, but also from the Far East, as well. From the Serbian mentality and culture came the civilizational–philosophical and not only technological visions of Nikola Tesla; probably the first world science fiction drama „After a Million Years” by Dragutin Ilić (1899);¹ an simultaneous and direct reception of early American science fiction that was sometimes translated into Serbian in the 1920s only a few weeks after its American premiere (from Amazing Stories edited by the father of American science fiction culture, Hugo Gernsback, a friend of Tesla and Windsor McKay, creator of „Little Nemo in Slumberland”)². At the same time a local blend of avant–garde art and science fiction was born. All this, along with the underground flow of esotericism, was a good basis for

---

² Miodrag Milovanović. Srpska naučna fantastika (Beograd: Everest Media, 2016), 57.
the flourishing of the autochthonous domestic science fiction genre in the comics of the 1930s and 1940s.

Additionally, Lobachev, as a Russian, knew Russian and Soviet science fiction very well, and it could be expected that he would respond in an autochthonous way to world trends that advocated the need for a Übermensch in the 1930s, Nietzschan, totalitarian or Superman type.

The series „The Master of Death” was originally published in 1939–1940 in Mikijevo carstvo, a Belgrade entertainment magazine that indebted European culture many comics masterpieces, thanks to editing by the pioneer of Balkan film and comics Milutin V. Ignjačević, and one of the key popular novels writers and graphic novels scriptwriters in Europe, Branko Vidić. After publishing in installments a page long, twice a week, all four episodes of „The Master of Death” were rerun in separate comic books in Plavi zabavnik in 1940. Interest was renewed in 1980 at the beginning of the end of the Tito’s communist regime in Yugoslavia.

A paper spectacle in four narrations

The Master of Death I

Lobachev’s trip to France was the immediate catalyst for the creation of the series. In the case of the Russian spirit, the pan–European view of the world usually had a French accent, and Lobachev was no exception. As a child of a diplomat, and later as an artist, culture and media professional, he was educated and brought up in French culture, with a fluent knowledge of a language that was almost native to the Lobachev family, as well as Serbian. Lobachev, for example, was among the first in the world to adapt Jules Verne into comics: Les Enfants du capitaine Grant (English: In Search of the Castaways) and Michel Strogoff (English: Michael Strogoff).

With his wife Yelizaveta, Lobachev first visited Paris in July 1939, as an already experienced and accepted professional — illustrator, cartoonist and comic strip artist aged 30. But Paris in 1939 was not the one from the time of the La Belle Époque, but a city with still fresh experiences of the First World War, the Great Depression, and preparations for a new Great War that will come to the West in a few months.

---

There is also one important nuance in the domain of popular culture: Paris was then the main conduit of American comics in Europe, not only through European editions of American daily newspapers, but also through a new form of comics magazines. Just like Belgrade has been doing for half of a decade⁴, Paris connected the entire Western Hemisphere through comics, first from 1934 and by translating American comics in Le Journal de Mickey, and from 1939 by translating Serbian–Russian comics from the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. Many of the comics that were a hit in France at that difficult time were Yugoslav, even though the audience thought they were American⁵. One of them is the work of Lobachev himself, „Princess Thanit” (1938), which later in French culture received the epithet „the most surrealist comic created so far”⁶.

At the end of the summer of 1939, returning by train via the Third Reich, a superpower at its apex, Lobachev, under the ominous impressions, began his anti–war series, the future „The Master of Death”⁷. The artist had a correct notion that the World War would reach Yugoslavia as well, no matter how much one part of the Balkans was still in a state of illusory neutrality. The Kingdom found itself in an impossible position: on one hand it was a natural ethno–cultural whole, but on the other it was also a civilizational–geopolitical conglomerate of Slavic variants of Orthodox Christianity, Roman Catholicism and Islam, influenced by minorities of German, Hungarian, Italian, Albanian and Jewish origin…

Lobachev avoided the Yugoslav reality in this comic, he had an universal world ambition. With the exposition about the dark destiny of the aristocratic lineage, the author joined the popular Gothic genre whose European and even world zenith was then the Belgrade series „Countess Margot” by Konstantin Kuznetsov, popular also in France (for which there is an legend in Serbian publishing that the series is haunted, because its publication is announcing for decades shutdown of each publishing house).

---


The beginning of „Countess Margo” and „The Master of Death” looks like the same world: the dark castles of Western and Central Europe, a fairy tale of royal man and poor young woman, transgression upon fiancée–wife, the curse upon families… But here the similarities stop.

The term „The Master of Death” is often found at that time, for example as the stage name of the athlete–strongman Slavko Barta or the title of the film with actor Fred Solm. But the epithet came from Christianity, where it refers to the Lord, the giver of life. Lobachev points out that His child, the Man, must not turn his head away, being obliged to compassion and protection over the needy, so that their lives do not cease prematurely and in vain. However, in Belgrade, which was then heavily influenced by Asian and the world’s esoteric, we must also take other connotations: for example, the Indian deity Yama is the Master of Death, as the first person who died, and then became responsible for the death realms and sentences.

By the date in the comic („August 7, 1939”), readers knew that it was their time and that they were witnessing some kind of parallel reality. Although the comics claimed to be entertainment („A series of the world’s most magnificent novels and works of art!”), the daily newspapers carried headlines identical to fiction: „Unmanned planes and death balloons: What a French writer claims to have seen in Germany” (Vreme daily, 2. 1. 1933, article about a book by journalist Jean Bardanne); reported about military exercises against air attack, and advertised manuals for housewives concerning personal protection in case of bombing of Belgrade — what happened in 1941 by the Germans, and was regularly repeated by the Anglo–American Allies by the end of the war.

In the graphic novel, our hero Reginald of Bardan (sic) stoically accepts the medieval curse and willfully goes to the war, in order to atone for the ancestral sins. In addition to the greedy rich businessman who produce and sell death, a partner type appears here which is also taken from life into art: a sociopathic (mad) scientist who produces tools of destruction. „I hate humanity… I want to destroy it, because it had no mercy on me either…” or „Should I have regard for humanity!?… It robbed me of what was dearest to me… It aroused my hatred and deserved my revenge… Once upon a time… I was a doctor… I trusted people… I believed in good.”

And the scientist’s revenge on humanity are microbes — biological weapons as everyday reality of our time. The scientist’s surprise was touching when he realized the simple business truth: „Deadly microbes can be produced without me!”
The graphic novel is a dark poem about scientific and technological ways of killing and destruction. Here, Lobachev returns to Tesla’s secret weapon — the rays of death, which he showed half a decade earlier in the beginner’s comic „Death Ray” (Zrak smrti, 1935), loosely inspired novel by Alexei Tolstoy, *The Garin Death Ray* (1926), a distinctly Teslian fiction.

In the fate of the mentally destroyed scientist, we can see the Russian motif (often discreetly present in Lobachev’s works): the children of scientist — son–soldier and daughter–nurse — died in the First World War, and ethnic attribution can be given through uniforms and fashion from the 1910s. By the way, the love interest of the hero is the spy Tania, later happily discovered as the scientist’s granddaughter, but she resembles Lobachev’s previous heroine, the Blonde Adventuresse (Plava pustolovka), which indicates that some elements can be treated as part of the same fictional world (author’s favorite method).

It was clear to the readers that the Master of Death, one of the three main masked vigilantes of the Golden Age of Serbian comics, has something special, original. When his fiancée dies on the very day of the wedding, our hero does not respond to the tragic fateful punishment for the sins of his ancestors with anger and revenge, because he knows whose justice it is. And indeed: he *takes his cross with him* and patiently goes to atone for his and others’ sins. That heroism is different from the American model of the righteous–avenger, and here we meet the traditional Slavic, Serbian and Orthodox model imprinted in modern superheroism, which we will address later.

**The Master of Death 2: The Secret of the Papyrus**

In the second episode, our hero, while telling his beloved one about the curse, confronts the spirit of the cursed burned girl, and, under the threat of 12 more generations to be cursed, she does not allow Reginald to talk further, but calls him to action, because the horror of war is gaining momentum and threatens to destroy the Western civilization and Humanity itself.

The Winter War between the Soviet Union and Finland began on November 30, 1939, during the creation of this story, and gave the episode a clear documentary background. The story has a spectacular sci–fi ending, and the cold wave that devours Europe here is perhaps one of the first cases of the planet’s rapid freezing in pop culture in general, according to the model similar to Roland Emmerich’s *The Day After Tomorrow* movie (2004). The futuristic aesthetics of war machines gives a counterpoint to the beauty of nature, which are both strong visual sides
of Lobachev’s world. People become mere footnotes in this magnitude of the disintegration of normality.

The gothic atmosphere is confirmed by the active participation of the ghosts in our world, and because of the ancient Egyptian finale and the Scottish castle, we see that the motifs from „Princess Thanit” return to our artist, as a deeper spiritual compulsion.

The episode also features one of the most beautiful lettering in Serbian comics, probably the work of the artist’s brother-in-law Valerian Apukhtin, Yelizaveta’s brother, the son of the imperial general — first prominent „letter artists” in Belgrade comics.

**The Master of Death 3: A Mysterious Adventure**

„Listen, I will reveal to you the secret of the manuscript… But that secret is not a secret, because it is studied by countless scientists … Time and space can be managed…”

The third episode shows again that esotericism, although hidden here as harmless fantasies, was an ingrained world phenomenon of that time. The story is also a contribution to the role of Belgrade in the hidden global currents, where mystics and visionaries of the world future — Nicholas Roerich and Dimitrije Mitrinović — had a certain influence on the elite and even the state leadership.

In the comic, the ancient knowledge about climate manipulation is written in ancient Egyptian papyri, but over the time it comes to Europe where it is hidden, and not in some ordinary place. Lobachev’s connects climate weapons with the Russian milieu and protagonists such as Alexander Nevsky and an Orthodox hermit in the icy desert, which deserves further examination because of the concept of Moscow as the „Third Rome” (ideological motif came from medieval Serbia, by the way), but also because of the correct premonition of climate as the weapon of the future, including today’s Russian technology.

The colossal dimensions of the artificial destruction shown here — Teslian in the core and hitherto rare in comics — are again reminiscent of an Emmerich film, this time 2012 (2012). The author uses again the motif of expansiveness of the yellow race already seen in his series „The Death Ray” (Zrak smrti, 1935) and „The White Spirit” (Beli duh, 1938), but now the Orientals are related to the ancient knowledge of the climate control, which gives an interesting tone to present news stories of the melted Arctic.
If we exclude the unusual genre mixture of science fiction, fantasy and eclectic esotericism, we see that the artist prophesied the technological, climatic and geopolitical elements of our time. „The Master of Death” thus took on the artistic role of cognitive and psychological defense against the Tofflerian Future Shock, according to the model that Bogdan Trocha assessed as a creative „laboratory”:

“(…) speculative fiction may have several basic literary realizations. Each time, however, the dominant anthropological perspective that will be present in them will be important. Like Coleridge’s myth or imagination, it may lead not only to the creation of new models of reality, but also to testing their consequences in a literary laboratory. This is all the more important because the faith in industrial utopias has passed away and the pace of civilization changes and potential threats connected with them is increasing. Thus, speculative fiction can become a plane on which the predicted future states of things are tested for rationalization and evaluation. By creating potential worlds, fiction opens up a literary opportunity to test their consequences before they appear”⁸.

Evolutionary function of art does not have to be exhausted here, for it can reveal its origin in Transcendentals through the mental and intuitive processes:

„Thus, literature using fantastic imagery can use imagery for purely aesthetic purposes. It can also use them to speculate about the future of man, civilization and the world in general. Finally, it can also combine imaginative elements with religious symbols, referring to the spiritual condition of contemporary man”⁹.

The Master of Death 4: Death Plane

Again, the motif of otherworldly fantasies, of airplanes, but also of Paris, which the artist visited a few months earlier and which still haunts him for a reason: France will be attacked by Germany during the publication of this comic. Lobachev is also a master here to show the sea

---

⁹ Ibid.
with warships, air battles and battlefields of various meridians. A special sense for military technology, for aesthetics of the great theatre of battles, developed in him as a boy on the Thessaloniki front in the Great War, while he accompanied his father, consul.

The spect actality of the series does not subside, but, despite the results and the response from the audience, „The Master of Death” ends here — with the cursed one’s happiness found again and, symbolically, Scottish (British?) — Russian marriage.

Namely, it was already time of the cult Belgrade magazine Politikin Zabavnik, which started a year earlier, in February 1939 (being published to this day), where the artist was one of the founders. Lobachev leaves Mikijevo carstvo, entering new challenges and the highest quality part of his opus, but also feeling the dark shadows of the coming age.

„The gloomy, dark tone did not, however, represent the final chord of Lobachev’s opus — The Master of Death is followed by The Wizard of Oz and, a little later, Biberče / Peppercorn Boy/, where the author returns to the magical, innocent world of childhood — but for those who can read between the lines, it anticipates the character of the time to come. And not only anticipates, but also portrays. Because, indeed, if one looks carefully, and if life has taught the man anything, one will have to admit that there is more ‘pain of the century’ in the Master of Death, the atmosphere of war tragedy and horror, than in most newspaper reports from that time. Once again, therefore, in this example, it is confirmed that comics are the Art of the Essence, firmly rooted in time”10.

These words of Žika Bogdanović, the polyhistor and founder of the Serbian comics theory, additionally remind us of the fundamental importance of comics for culture, but also what „Uncle George” gave it heartily and heroically.

The question of superheroes: masked righteous people from Belgrade

The magazine in which „The Master of Death” appeared was home to all the main masked vigilantes of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. In *Mikijevo carstvo* magazine, Serbian screenwriter Branko Vidić began series „Zigomar”, with the young Russian artist Nikolay Navoyev (May 28, 1939), and the series „Lord Warwick — Black Mask” with another Russian artist Sergey Solovyov (March 3, 1940). Was Vidić also the scriptwriter of „The Master of Death”? Was there perhaps a dime novel of the same name, in sequels, again by Vidić? Or was he, as the editor, at least an advisor or script doctor? We do not know, despite some indications and a certain type of familiar narrative „signature”, that remains an open question. After all, Lobachev himself had an innate gift for elegant storytelling.

The superheroes of Belgrade, Serbian–Russian and Slavic comics were sometimes inspired by their American relatives, such as the world–dominant „The Phantom” by Lee Falk and Ray Moore (1936)11, because American newspaper comic strips were regularly translated in Europe. (American comic books were rarely translated in Yugoslavia of that time, with limited appearance of Superman /in U.S.A. 1938; in Yugoslavia 1939/ but not of Batman /1939/ at all.)

However, Serbian comics were sometimes completely opposite in meaning comparing to their American counterparts: above all, the Belgrade spirit was not satisfied with the superhumans being righteous for no reason or being avengers.

The most iconic part of Reginald Bardan masked appearance was the head–skull, but he is not the first or the only one. The Japanese comic book character Ōgon Bat, conceived in 1931, was originally from Atlantis and was sent 10,000 years in the future, into our timeline, to fight evil forces, but he has superhuman strength, inviolability and the power to fly. Another example of a head–skull is the heroine of the American comics, the Fantomah, created in 1940 as the protector of the jungle, also with supernatural powers. Her face turns into a blue skull when she protects her ecosystem in adventures around a fictional world full of bizarreness, in which the heroine flies, turns objects into other objects, changes people into other shapes, etc.

There are no such aestheticizations in „The Master of Death”, and the hero himself does not have supernatural abilities, although the supernatural regularly visits him. The mask is simply a skull, frightening, but there is also something empathetic and touching in the physique, movements, and atmosphere of this hero under a cape and hat.

**Biographical basis of self-awareness**

Today’s entrenched perception depicts Lobachev as the creator of the soft and romantic style, both visually and narratively, moving only in the sphere of entertainment, which could indicate a certain type of cultural and social naivety, escapism, and lack of understanding of the world. It is deeply wrong.

Apart from the fact that the sensitive Lobachev experienced the Great War as a child, he grew up in Serbia — a country that lost a third of its population (almost 2/3 of men) in the First World War, and which in the light of the coming war re-examined the differences between loyalty, patriotism, nationalism and chauvinism.

Behind the elegance of Lobachev’s visual and narrative expression, we feel the deepest philosophical confrontation with darkness, the abyss over which human existence hovers, and not only in that particular era. The dark tone is felt behind the lovely images of his fairy tales and comedies, and it is often completely open in his adventures, crime stories, and especially science fiction comics. In these stories, spectacle and entertainment are just a lure for the reader, a means of accentuating tragedy and finding mentally acceptable ways for human being to understand ontic and transcendent truths.

For all of us that have encountered Lobachev, he remains a standard of innate pleasantness and spontaneity, but he was also the man for whom Žika Bogdanović said: „Self-consciousness without arrogance and understanding without vanity”. Faraway of any naivety, Lobachev has accumulated life experience and knowledge enough for many destinies. The family origins was noble, father Pavel studied at four universities (three graduated: Eastern languages, Law, and Music academy at the cello and flute department; also studied Archeology) and was a high-ranking Russian diplomat in the dangerous Balkans. As a boy, Yuri was cruelly left without a homeland, raised as an orphan during the reconstruction of a devastated country, matured during Great Depression, but still managing to gain a high and broad education.

Even later, his work as an artist, cartoonist and commercial artist was always connected to the most vibrant currents of social reality. In addition to comic stories, in the most dramatic years
of humanity, in the 1930s and 1940s and later, Lobachev was also a professional political cartoonist (thus, an analyst), technical editor and designer of daily newspapers, often a journalist, photo–reporter and translator, which also means that he was exceptionally informed about world and domestic matters, being sometimes their direct participant.

His intellectual capacity was also wide: in addition to classical family education, he studied art history at Belgrade’s Faculty of Philosophy with elite professors, but for decades he also most intimately collaborated with the flagships of Serbian culture, avant–garde, political analytics, media and elite cultural currents. Most important were Dušan Duda Timotijević before the Second World War, Boško Tokin during the war, Ljubiša Bata Vukadinović in both periods, and Stanislav Vinaver after the war.

Let us also keep in mind discreet but inevitable direct connections with secret societies, resistance movements and various secret services in the risky Balkan terrain.

**Lobachev after the Master of Death**

„The Master of Death” a vision of the spectacular suicide path of the Humanity, did not continue after the fourth episode. It is doubtful if it was feasible at all, concerning the fact that our hero has already found the redemption of the cursed family through his own pure love.

At this point, Lobachev apparently changed his analytical attitude, going into regression in the form of the mentioned children’s fantasy „The Wizard of Oz”, in the weeks before the German attack on Yugoslavia in 1941, and after that during the German occupation of Serbia in the form of a pure fairy tale, such as „Biberče” („Peppercorn boy”, 1942). But the change of tone was of an ideatic nature, and not just caused by market demands. With „The Master of Death”, all analytics and dilemmas end, the rite of passage to the present is over and the author begins to show only the deepest archetypes to his audience — teaching them how to act in order to survive the daily darkness. Bogdanović also pointed this out:

"It is instructive to look, once again, in that light, at the last two pre–war Lobachev comics, The Wizard of Oz and Peppercorn Boy. Did they, indeed, mean only a lovely, bucolic return to the ‘magical, innocent world of childhood’? If, as it is quite possible, we ‘read’ them as literary parables, they will unequivocally appear in a new ‘key’: we will see both the Wizard of Oz and Peppercorn Boy as clear metaphors of the
imperative defense of a world based on the principles of Humanity and
Beauty, again threatened by the oncoming, reckless forces of Darkness.
Freedom and Virtue, therefore, are bitterly tempted even in the magical
world of fairy tales, or especially in it; because the magical world of fairy
tales is just a mirror of our fears, longings and, not infrequently, painful
hopes, which will contribute to finally growing up and, perhaps, maturing
as human beings”\textsuperscript{12}.

In Belgrade occupied by Germans, Lobachev was employed as an illustrator for family
magazines, but at the same time he was a member of a resistance movement (the Union of Soviet
Patriots) having secret missions to 1944, when he went to the front lines as an interpreter of the
Soviet Army. New temptations came during the conflict of Stalin’s USSR and Tito’s Yugoslavia:
he was expelled from Yugoslavia to Romania with his family, and only after 1956 they were
allowed to go into the land of the ancestors, now without the name of Russia.

Like his protagonist the Master of Death, Lobachev was not spiritually broken even in the
greatest temptations — and the archives of the secret services will show how complex the
temptations were and related to the most important historical events. He adhered to his youth
ideals, which he spread through his works, under the guise of fun and unpretentious adventures,
wise parables.

\textbf{Today’s perception}

„The Master of Death” left a great impression on several generations of readers. The best
interpretations were given to us by Žika Bogdanović. Scriptwriter Svetozar Obradović says that
this was the first comic he noticed as a child, and movie director Goran Marković ranks this
work among the most impressive childhood readings. Thanks to the editor Brana Nikolić, the
writer of these lines, Stefanović, also read „The Master of Death” as a boy, four decades after the
premiere, and readily joins the assessments of his older colleagues.

The series was reprinted at a critical moment for SFR Yugoslavia, in March–May 1980
(the days of the dying of the lifelong communist president Josip Broz Tito), thanks to the tireless
artist and editor Brana Nikolić in an entertaining comics magazine for the widest audience, \textit{Eks Almanah}. Three episodes were published then (1, 2 and 4), side by side with American

superheroes and French intellectual comics, and also later in 1989, in a special issue of one of the first scholar journals of comics studies in the world, *Pegaz, the review for history and the theory of comics and visual media that are expressed graphically*, edited by Žika Bogdanović (it is being published since 1974). Only in 2019, on the 80th anniversary of the premiere, the series was completely reprinted, digitally restored, in the second volume of collected works by Yuri Lobachev, in the original Cyrillic script, including the third episode which was skipped in the 1980s, either due to unavailability of material or possible political self–censorship due to Orthodox and Russian motives.

We have a basis for understanding this comic through various researches: philosophical–anthropological interpretation was given by Žika Bogdanović\(^\text{13}\), Nikolić offered the series as a valuable for the widest younger audience\(^\text{14}\), the most important historiographical framework was given by Zdravko Zupan\(^\text{15}\), it was introduced to the American audience by Slobodan Ivkov\(^\text{16}\), and Aleksandar Zograf /Saša Rakezić/ placed it in the framework of other superheroes of the Golden age of Serbian comics, giving it a privileged place in pop culture\(^\text{17}\).

Prof. Irina Antanasijević carried out a gigantic mission of researching the dark places in the biographies of Serbian Russians, and she finally returned them to the framework of Russian culture to which they belong together with Serbian, finding their places in genre niches\(^\text{18}\). Zoran Stefanović studied the series primarily as the editor of Lobachev’s collected works, but also as a

---


\(^{16}\) Ivkov, Slobodan. „Đorđe Lobačev”, *The World Encyclopedia of Comics*, ed. by Maurice Horn, (Broomall: Chelsea House, 1999), 488–489.


researcher interested in the archetypal and transmedial aspects of Lobachev’s opus which, together with Vidić’s, lies in the formative core of the Belgrade model of transmedial narration¹⁹. The series was critically acclaimed as the apex of its era²⁰.

From the point of view of comics studies, but also with recently available reprints, „The Master of Death” is only now beginning to show its true meaning in the culture of its time. Now we can place this touching work in the correct framework of the author’s biography, the history of the early superhero genre in the world, but even more: to comprehend where this work corresponds to the deepest spiritual and philosophical currents of his time.

**Slavic and Serbian response to the Philosophy of Life**

„I swear by the living God and the graves of my parents that my entire life from now on will be dedicated to the good of Humanity, helping the weak and unfortunate and destroying Evil in the world… So God help me.” — „The Master of Death”, I/2, 1939.

After stoically accepting the death of his fiancée, a fate he did not deserve, Reginald of Bardan, now The Master of Death goes to the battlefields to save and heal the wounded on both sides. But this was not an unusual act for the readers, because seven years later they had already seen it as a moral model, an open ideological manifesto — and that by Mickey Mouse, more precisely by his Serbian cousin — Mika Miš.

Namely, in 1932, less than four years after the appearance of Mickey Mouse in the film and less than two in American comic strips, a Serbian screenwriter and a Russian cartoonist under pseudonyms began a long story „Adventures of Mika Miš” in the Belgrade entertainment newspaper *Veseli četvrtak (Happy Thursday)*²¹.

This expansion of the fictional world (according to the Marie–Laure Ryan’s model)²² and the monomythic hero journey of Mickey Mouse was almost unseen until then, making this comic

---

a world curiosity. The very moment we are interested in comes after Mika’s arrival in Europe with a group of black friends and an ostrich, where he visited France, Germany and the Soviet Union („Russian land”, under the walls of the „Holy Kremlin”, where he hung out with the Bolshevik commissar on Red Square, reminiscent of Trotsky), and after Siberia, they found themselves in the Far East, in the war between China and Japan, which lasted briefly in 1932 because of Manchuria. Mika immediately becomes involved in the fully documentary reality of the war, as the Master of Death later did.

71. Mika grasps the task eagerly around the severely wounded, he did not ask who was who: he takes out of the mess both the Chinese and the Japanese healing the wounded place.  

This was a manifest political and moral act, fully conscious, as such we found more in this story, made as a continuous several months of fun with surreal events. The story stands at the beginning of the modern Serbian and Yugoslav comics and its way towards shaking off of juvenile bans and returning of the criticism of reality in comics. This indeed was an intention, but also something much more serious, because we find a proof in a close example:

78 The Japanese man offers him a rifle scolding all Chinese: „Fight alongside us, Mika!” But Mika smiles slightly, he will not sin his soul: „Every man is my brother!”

Mika’s last sentence is well known from another, elite context, and we perceive here a significant cultural discovery. For familiar with Serbian and world circumstances of the 1930s, the series itself was already quite unusual, and especially it was Mika’s participation in real geopolitical and diplomatic circumstances.

And the circumstances in the most powerful parts of the world were militaristic, although justified by universalism and the „higher goals” of chauvinistic, racist, communist, religious and liberal–market („progressive”) ideologies. Aggressiveness (which saw itself as a heroism) determined popular culture and art of that time, which thereby had essentially expansive, military and proselytic tone, even in the worlds of imagination.

The Kingdom of Yugoslavia was Eurasia in a nutshell, torn apart by ideological extremes. A country with unhealed wounds of the Great War, stretched from one side between the need for unitarism, self–development and independence, and, on the other hand, faced with an unholy coalition of imported bolshevism that has partnered with the separatist–profascist Roman Catholic and Muslim movements, whose collective goal was the demise of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia.

That is why contemporaries could interpreted Mickey’s position only as a manifest ideology, and not as a simple expression of generic humanity, which is not revolutionary in local culture (because it is one of the two formative and binding concepts of Serbian folk culture: čojstvo i junaštvo = humanity and valor).

The information about the authors who hid behind the pseudonyms of the series about Belgrade Mickey Mouse reveals new dimensions of Serbian and Slavic interwar culture, both popular and elite. Strip initially drew immigrant Ivan Shenshin (1897–1944), a descendant of the Russian elite, soldier of the White movement in the Russian civil war. The script was written by Božidar Kovačević (1902–1990), avant–garde author in the youth, noted for his cosmic sensibility and expressionist fiction, even controversial — in the story „Revenge of Western Science” from 1922, he shows how a Serbian scientist in order to confirm theories of closeness of humans and apes, fertilizes an Ape female in Australia — and in the later history of Serbian culture, he is remembered as a distinguished writer, pedagogue and cultural worker, a former educator of the underage Yugoslav heir to the throne Peter II Karadorđević.

It is the presence of Kovačević that, for the first time in the history of Serbian and Slavic culture, gives us the key to a capital phenomenon.

26 Milovanović, 2016, 48–49.
When we look at who actually imagined, created, edited, ordered and distributed Belgrade comics, dime novels and other products of popular culture, we find that they are elite names of Serbian and Yugoslav culture, art, science, avant–garde and society. They worked creatively in a unique mental and narrative model that we titled the Belgrade model of transmedial storytelling\(^{27}\) and which influenced the entire sphere of culture and society.

It is important what they ideologically and philosophically incorporated in their works, including comics, particularly those flanking the years between „The Adventures of Mickey Mouse”(1932) and „The Master of Death” (1940).

In the concise book of truly capital significance for the history of ideas in Serbian and Slavic cultures Svetosavlje i filosofija života: Skica za aktuelizaciju međuratne rasprave o ideji svetosavlja (Retractatio) (2019) professor and philosopher Bogoljub Šijaković\(^{28}\) after almost a hundred years of a collective „structural amnesia”, presented a distinct Serbian philosophical movement — to which Božidar Kovačević belongs, and indirectly artists like Lobachev — above the divisions into left and right, theistic and atheistic, natural and technological. After the ideological ban on studying that movement in Socialist Yugoslavia, a movement that was anti–fascist and anti–militarist, but also anti–liberal and anti–communist, we are now being convinced of the „authenticity of the opinion that pretended to be an epochal Serbian, Yugoslav and all–Slavic critique of European culture, humanism and nihilism in the collapse after the Great War”, as Šijaković said\(^{29}\).

This movement of international importance combined impulses from world and domestic culture. Philosophy of Life by Henri Bergson; Historiosophy of Oswald Spengler or even his predecessors like Russian Slavophiles; Slavic mission of holly brothers Cyril and Methodius which was based on the inherited right of every culture for its own local form — all of that were connected with the local cultural and mystical layers of Serbian spiritual being: the remnants of archaic Indo–European religion which in the Middle Ages turned into „Kosovo oath”, and in

\(^{29}\) Ibid, 9.
Yugoslavia in the Vidovdan cult of the new nationalism (which requires that the *moral choice* is normative, even at the cost of life), but also blending with fine civilizational nuances in learning of the first Serbian Archbishop — reformer and the Enlightener Sava Nemanjić (12th century) who managed to find ideological and cultural balance for Serbian–style Christianity, to be at the same time universal and domestic — both progressive and conservative.

Among the main representatives of various Serbian variants of the Philosophy of Life, intuitionism, critique of the spiritual crisis of Western culture, Svetosavlje and similar currents, Šijaković identifies philosophers such as Nikolaj Velimirović, Dimitrije Mitrinović, Vladimir Vujić, Miloš Đurić, Momčilo Selesković, Prvoš Slankamenac, Ksenija Atanasijević, Filip Medić, Dušan Stojanović, Justin Popović, Dimitrije Najdanović and others… They were influenced mainly by Henri Bergson (1859–1941), understood by some younger Serbs as „liberator of the human spirit and creator of the philosophy of the future”, and Oswald Spengler (1880–1936), but also by so many various thinkers such as Rudolf Eucken, Hermann Keyserling, Jean–Marie Guyau, Maurice Maeterlinck, Fyodor Dostoevsky, Vladimir Solovyov, Vasily Rozanov, Nikolai Berdyaev… Šijaković says „From them, Serbian philosophers took over the critique of rationalism and metaphysics, the critique of technique and politics in the analysis of the spiritual crisis of time, and the critique of Western culture in general”. He points out: „The focus of interest were the philosophy of culture, problems of ethics and aesthetics, philosophy of history, as well as issues of concrete life in the national cultural and political context, which obliges everything to action and not just contemplation” 31. Šijaković reminds that they were following Guyau’s notion „that ethics, religion and aesthetics historically develop from the life instinct (vitalism) contained in the overall being” 32.

This is a radical rupture of young philosophers, such as Miloš Đurić at the time, with the Neo–Kantianism (notions of Cohen, Natorp, Cassirer, Windelband, even Husserl), all with the

---


31 Šijaković, 20.

32 Ibid.
aspiration that philosophy must be saved from the „ice pole of rigid abstractions in frozen formally–static philosophies”\(^{33}\).

Đurić says in 1925: „The Philosophy of Life takes Science only as an emanation of Life, as a construction of the Spirit that serves its purposes. The intellect, as an organ of Science, does not lose its validity, but loses its dominant position in Gnoseology (…), it does not dominate, but life dominates it…“\(^{34}\) or „In addition to logic, we want to emphasize the logos, … in addition to abstract laws there is creative content, in addition to the concept there are entelechy and meaning, in addition to the mathematics of the dialectical process there is free creative initiative“\(^{35}\).

According to them, Slavs have the potential to realize this ideal, so Đurić considers the cultural mission of the Slavs: can the Slavs unite East (Ethics) and West (Technology) in a „higher cultural synthesis“?\(^{36}\) Šijaković sublimates: „Just as returning to the mythical enables the experience of the original and the archaic, so the national should take us to the universal.“\(^{37}\)

This was also a kind of response to the German study *The Spirit of the Eastern Church, different from the Western Church*\(^{38}\) by Carl Gustav Adolf Harnack (1851–1930), but also on Hegel’s view (G. W. F. Hegel, 1770–1831) that Slavs have no role in history.

Serbs — hypercritical towards themselves, state, fatherland, descendants, ancestors, and being representatives of norm of Kingdom of Heaven, concept of Proto–Indo–European roots — created a nationalism that is different from modern nationalism that idolizes bureaucratic behemoth state created in Western Europe of the 18th century. This local philosophy proposes Serbian, Yugoslav and Slavic (as well as other) nationalism with a desire to make a noble


\(^{37}\) Šijaković, 29.

contribution to universal culture — with a strong attitude towards its own origins but strictly anti-racist and anti-chauvinistic; brave in actions but anti-extremist; mystical but not religiously exclusive; turned to social progress but anti-capitalist; collective but anti-totalitarian; scientifically-cosmically defined but with attention to the integrity of living individual and biological communities, etc.

This is a completely distinct, albeit poorly studied, spiritual movement in Europe and in its scope harmoniously worked Serbs, Yugoslav oriented South Slavs, Russians, Jews, and other nations; believers and atheists, democratically oriented people across the political spectrum. That included openly leftist and not especially religious Lobachev, who in his mature years opted for a fatherland that was no longer Russian Empire but the Soviet Union.

Šijaković stresses that this phenomenon has cultural characteristics of classicism, which is „a reception and transformation of classical Greek culture as a characteristic feature of Serbian culture”\(^{39}\).

Ambitions were a universal and not ethnophiletic at all (ethnophilia is a heresy in Orthodox Christian theology). Unlike most of powerful ideological and religious systems of that time, Serbian theology, after Nikolaj Velimirović, should have a „non-exclusive and wide-spread spirit and love for all peoples”\(^{40}\).

Šijaković says: „as opposed to internationalism and globalism, in which national identity is sacrificed for the sake of some abstract society (‘humanity’, ‘Europeanism’, ‘Yugoslavism’) that is actually produced and imposed by global power structures, the original, cultivated and ennobled national identity should be rehabilitated, as a cultural and spiritual category, so that it does not contain imperial pretensions, to be imposed on others”\(^{41}\).

Najdanović, at the celebration of St. Sava’s Day in The Fourth Male Grammar School in Belgrade in 1935 stands out that St. Sava’s cultural nationalism „a priori rejected any notion of racial and biological sense of a nation, a nation as blood group, which would emerged historically as a conquering rapacity”, but essential was that „our Balkan fate, our philosophy of culture and history in all its splendid awesomeness, as religion, ethics, philosophy and art, are

\(^{39}\) Šijaković, 155.
\(^{41}\) Šijaković, 56.
inexplicable without Sava’s Christianity”\textsuperscript{42}. Najdanović advocates that the Svetosavlje should be opposed to “natiolatry”, “racial–biological notion of the people”, “anti–Orthodox, raw, and cruel nationalism”\textsuperscript{43}.

In behavior of the Master of Death we see also a confirmation of the attitude of Miloš Crnjanski that, for Sava Nemanjić “the highest precepts for a human are altruism and a sense of compassion…”\textsuperscript{44}.

That Svetosavlje has a universal and normative panhumanistic sense we also see in the words of Vladan Popović:

“...Our centuries–old experience is that Svetosavlje as a concept is nothing but the concept of advocating for moral order, for legality in a climate of freedom, but not in our usual sense of the word, but the advocating for satisfying all those needs that are organically related to our needs of body and spirit.” (...) “The notion of Svetosavlje in our country is nothing but the notion of our devotion to the moral structure of the world, in the depths of which lies the moral beauty and innocence of goodness. /Our italics. Z. S./ There is also faith in the possibility of improvement, but also helping others to improve themselves. The pragmatic–sociological emphasis in this experience is not nationalism, but an example of patience, tolerance, commitment, and sacrifice to the extreme limits of the victim’s rationality, or to the point where rationality itself begins to be questioned; because the moral order must be defended. (...) That is why we are loyal to the Svetosavlje, because its root is in this universality from which came the most beautiful traditions in our way of life, which is progressively spreading around the world today; but, on the other hand, nationalism also has its deep justification, it protects us from...”


\textsuperscript{43} After Šijaković, 141.

\textsuperscript{44} Miloš Crnjanski, „Sveti Sava”, Vreme, god. XII, br. 3617 (27. I 1932) 5 = M. Crnjanski, Sveti Sava, Dnevnik o Čarnojeviću, Pripovedna proza (Beograd: Štampar Makarije, Podgorica: Oktoih, 2008), 115.
This attitude in the healthiest part of Serbian culture remained constant even during and after the experience of religiously motivated and fratricidal genocide that Serbs, accompanied with Jews and Roma, experienced in the Second World War by the Croatian Ustashas and their allies.

In his WW II sermons, Ava Justin Popović wishes for a civilization in which „man will not be underestimated, mutilated, beheaded, mechanized, robotized for the interest of the class, nor for the interest of the nation, nor for the interest of the state, nor for the interest of culture, nor for the interest of civilization, nor for the interest of science, nor for the interest of religion”. He envisages social model „in which the person and society complete and support each other”, „a society that represents and truly is a single organism”

Here we see the approach and criticism of Western civilization similar to Roman Catholic theologian Henri de Lubac (1896–1991), and works from his book *Le Drame de l’humanisme athée* (Paris 1944).

Also, through his *theohumanism*, Ava emphasizes „faith and love, fasting and prayer, meekness and modesty, mercy and kindness, hope and suffering, justice and truth.” „Realized, these virtues give a holy man. And that means: a perfect and complete man.”

Ava Justin explicitly says about the human individual: „endowed with a divine soul, he represents in a small world of all heavenly values. In that is the divine majesty, and the divine inviolability of his personality. (…) Therefore, every man is our brother, our immortal brother, because every man has the image of God in his soul. And thus it has an eternal, divine value, therefore no man should be considered as a material, a mean, a tool. Even the most insignificant person represents absolute value”. He repeats this as one of the main principles of Saint Sava’s

---

way of education: "3) an enlightened man sees in every man his immortal brother and eternal brother"\textsuperscript{48}.

These words of the clergyman Ava Justin are identical to the words of Kovačević’s Mickey Mouse!

But Mika smiles slightly, he would not sin his soul: „Every man is my brother!”

This closes the full circle of a culture — which feels itself not only as Serbian, but also as sincerely Slavic, European and global — in which even the highest ranked philosophers, theologians and artists speak and act in accordance with literally the same words and actions as we saw in the comics with Mika Miš and the Master of Death. That was the culture determined for the highest, heavenly values in beastly times, a culture for which art and entertainment served to enrich and liberate individual, and not for simple propaganda.

Šijaković, as a counterweight to today’s post–communist amnesia of Serbian culture, highlights this in pre–war philosophical movement:

„This authentic notion was not provincial, no matter how much it was a reflection of the epochal ideas of Europe and the West and the East (Philosophy of Life, Slavophilia). The critique of humanism as essentialist anthropologism, although it was not a Serbian invention, was not only a connection to European thought flows but it was also an opposition to the idea of the Übermensch, by advocating theohumanism and the idea of the All–Man. (…) Especially today, for functional reasons, a structural amnesia is imposed as the extinguishing of selected points in memory. It is transferred from power structures to historical science, literature, art, ‘theory’, in which systemic damage in memory (damnatio in memoria) is performed — deformation, manipulation and annulment of memory and remembrance”\textsuperscript{49}.

\textsuperscript{48} Ibid, 264.
\textsuperscript{49} Šijaković, 177.
Conclusion: a hidden being of Slavic popular culture

By carefully examining the realias, we see that the roots of the most vital part of the interwar Serbian culture (even today) are completely different from what the regime’s interpretation suggested to us during the communism in the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia. Pop culture and the entertainment industry were the integral part of the major intellectual and spiritual aspirations, and always were in touch with reality. It is moving to see how this phenomenon relies on the very deepest psychological foundations of Serbian, Slovenian and Indo-European metaphysical sense — existence defined in prehistory „for the Kingdom of Heaven, not of the Earth”.

Two years after „The Master of Death”, when the war came to Yugoslavia in 1941, each of these cultural workers showed their commitment and action, thus risking their lives.

Each of the protagonists in this movement suffered interruption of his personal development in the Second World War, and ironically they had to seek survival not in the desired Serbian or Slavic model of society, but in other, foreign models, forced to participate on the side of various movements and within various social frames: eventually losing in the Yugoslav royalist movement, escaping to Anglo–American capitalist oriented democracy, being in quisling collaboration with the German occupying forces, living willingly and unwillingly with the communist illegal movements, and later inside the totalitarian Stalin’s Soviet Union or semi–totalitarian Tito’s Yugoslavia. Some of them ended life in exile because they had false indictment filed in socialist Yugoslavia.

***

In all aspects, „The Master of Death” features main points from the Orientative Topography of the Ideas of the interwar Svetosavlje, as classified by Prof. Šijaković. We see that the main pillars of this spirit were manifestly inserted into his work by Lobachev (moderate leftist), just as his associate from Politika daily newspapers Božidar Kovačević seven years earlier did in „The adventures of Mika Miš”, just like most other main artists did, discreetly and in aestheticized manner. „The Master of Death” is the crowning proof of how popular culture has applied in the form of entertainment a specific ideas of All–Man, Svetosavlje, and concepts of national emancipation by Slavic enlighteners Cyril and Methodius. This series is another

50 Šijaković, 135–183.
evidence that a thorough revision of the history of culture and ideas of Serbs and related peoples is needed.

If we understand the whole field of popular culture — its World — as an entity, one ultimate Gesamtkunstwerk, a total work of art, then we are obliged to accept the most popular phenomena as something more than a mere reflection of fashion, market, entertainment or ideology. The foundations of today’s most popular phenomena are ideologically and anthropologically serious, metaphysical and transcendent, just as if it were an elite, religious or folklore culture.

Such research model is emerging now in popular culture studies and in it the most obvious phenomena, forms once despised, will reveal its true face. Methodologically speaking, it is necessary to combine inner world of an artistic work with documentary realities (history and biography), but also with the deepest spiritual currents of the era.

This is especially important for comics, visual narration, an ancient art form of high penetrability and communication with all kinds of the audience. Of great importance in it remains the Serbian Russian Yuri Lobachev — the most influential Eastern European author, who participated in the 1930s in the founding of modern European comics and even invented some genres in graphic novels — in the domain of Serbian epics and folklore (hence, Slavic and Indo-European), the golden age of Serbian Middle Ages, or uprisings against the Turkish occupation, with numerous fantasy and adventure works for children and youth.

****

In terms of cultural anthropology and history of ideas remains, therefore, a wide field of research of forms in which old phenomena gain new impetus with the help of modernist tools: masked avant-garde, technologized science fiction and visual storytelling as a means of entering all minds.

In „The Master of Death” we get one more proof that models in popular culture of the Serbs, Russians and other Slavs have their indigenous component, even when they are designed or inspired by the most convincing and the most influential role models from Western Europe or the United States. That is why it is possible that Yuri Lobachev, literally the Yugoslav comic strip artist with the highest affinity for American culture, gave the most autochthonous model.

While the military spirit was strong in the pop–culture of Europe and the United States in the 1930s and the 1940s, there was an exception, ethical oasis of Belgrade and a part of Serbian
culture within the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, the country still not restored since Great War, where the picture of the coming world conflict in comics was most often oriented toward peace and universal values.

We have seen that the entertainment industry at least partly reflected the merging of the Philosophy of Life of Henri Bergson and other European thinkers with the ideas of Serbian national tradition and theology, which led to a movement whose ambition was to realize cosmopolitan ideals through national ones.

Belgrade’s comic superheroes and antiheroes — different from contemporary American models — through a peaceful attitude, science fiction and mystical ethical fantasy bring a unique concept in which Dostoevsky’s All–Man shows himself only as the other side of Tesla’s Man — the Automaton of the Universe.
267 Одједанпут Мика стаде,
pоглед му на излог паде, —
пред њима је биоскоп.
Мићи-Маус се данас даје,
око њега Црници граје
а Јапанац виче: „Стоп!“
ГОСПОДАР
СМРТИ

ЗАЈЕ НИЧИНЕ
СА ИМА ТЕХНИЧКИ
НАЛАŽЕ СЕ ИЗВИĐАНИКА
ПАТРОЛА ГА НАЛазИ
СЕНТУ ПРИЛАЖИ
МУ.

ЧУВШИ ЛИ ШТО?
"ЧИНИМ МИ СЕ ДА АЗУМ ЛАВИОН..."
С МУКОМ У БОЈНИЦИ НОШИ
ЛИ РАЊЕНИКА ПРЕКО СЕНТГА И ЗАБЕЖАНИХ ПОЉА..."  

КОЈИ ЛИ ЈЕДИН И ОВАДЕ:"ЈАША, ДА ЛИ ОВАДА ОВАЦ ОШЕЋ" РИМАУМ ЛИ ОВАДА ОШЕЋА, "САДА ИЗВИĐАНИКА ОШЕЋА " МУ:" "МУ,..."

КОЈИ ЛИ ЈЕДИН И ОВАДЕ:"ЈАША, ДА ЛИ ОВАДА ОШЕЋА" РИМАУМ ЛИ ОВАДА ОШЕЋА, "САДА ИЗВИĐАНИКА ОШЕЋА " МУ:" "МУ,..."

ПОСЛЕ ИЗВЕСНОГ ВРЕМЕ:"НА ПРОЈЕКЛНОМ ИЗ ЗА ТОКУТА ДОШАЈ ОШЕЋА..."  

МИТРАЂЕЗ ЈЕ ЗАКЛЮЧИТ.

"НАЛАШУСЪ ПОЛУКИ " СА ИМАТ И ОСТАЈИ ВИШИ..."
"НАЛАШУСЪ ПОЛУКИ " СА ИМАТ И ОСТАЈИ ВИШИ..."
"НАЛАШУСЪ ПОЛУКИ " СА ИМАТ И ОСТАЈИ ВИШИ..."
"НАЛАШУСЪ ПОЛУКИ " СА ИМАТ И ОСТАЈИ ВИШИ..."  

"МАШИ МИ И ОВАДА ОШЕЋА " МУ:" "МУ,..."
"МАШИ МИ И ОВАДА ОШЕЋА " МУ:" "МУ,..."
"МАШИ МИ И ОВАДА ОШЕЋА " МУ:" "МУ,..."  

ЗА ОНАЛА ГА ЈЕ ИЗНЕМОГУЈО ОВАДА И ОНА ЈЕ ПОНОВО ПО СТАР И ВЕДАНА БРУСАЈУ О ПРЕКО ОВАДА ОШЕЋА, САДА И ОШЕЋА ТРАГЕДИЈА ЈЕ БИЉИЛА ИЗУЧИЈА."
ГОСПОДАРСТВО

Ако се на фронту овде спречиво у позадини их крај планине за нове битке, успелси рац овде више шаки и расправише...

Флота се спрема за предељану битку...

Ено дима, то је сигурно непријатељска флota, сви на овој месту...

Успоро су окопиче тврдаве више на домаку једне државе, и у идучици и авијације више су спремне...

Али до битке нисе дошло...

Постођење адмирале, ове се спрзаве, катастрофа је неверована...

И успоро, уместо мохних флотова њазиру се пловни објекти који се дугачко претварају у мера...
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